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A great Show this year, with several exhibitions worthy of a mention.

Prism – coded: decoded
One of the strongest exhibitions was Prism coded: decoded.  A large
textiles group with many illustrious members, the standard of work
on display was extremely high and the theme had inspired a huge
variety of work across the group.

Starting from the point that textile practice incorporates hidden
meanings and concepts, each artist developed their own approach,
making the exhibition really enjoyable. The theme running
throughout was recognisable but the work was so vividly different
that it made for an invigorating and thought-provoking exhibition.

Celia Stanley’s work looked at the position in society that a person’s
clothing projected. The choices and necessities of what people wear
acts as a code to be interpreted by others as to their status. Celia
had two beautifully constructed pieces that commented on this - a
shirt front in ‘Stuffed Shirt 3’ (opposite and bottom left) and
‘Constrained’, a collar (bottom right).
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Anita Bruce’s ‘A Quarrel of Sparrows’ was a beautiful series of printed fabric pieces reflecting
the chatter of sparrows and Anita’s pictures are her personal interpretation of this song (below
left). The needle-felted ‘I Am Not Just a Number’ by Molly Williams was simple yet beautifully
shaped (below right).

Gina Ferrari’s dolls (below) were created to be used by the autistic to decipher common
emotions, and were very touching.

There were so many interesting pieces that there are too many to name, but all showed clever
interpretations of the theme and their subject.
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A Walk on the Wildside - Ann Small and Sue Walton

Another wonderful exhibition was a collaboration
between Ann Small and Sue Walton, who recreated
a world inspired by tales and stories from their past
by using the memories and emotions they evoked.
This was a magical, fascinating world of hidden
treasures and unexpected pleasures.

You were drawn into this through Sue’s bright and
white environs of large, felted trees holding treasures
behind glass, and the beautifully constructed
‘kitchenalia’, taking run-of-the-mill utensils and
transforming them into items of beauty. They were
exquisitely stitched and embellished and, alongside
the ‘Spoon Fairies’, produced a delightful world of
comfort and pleasure.
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As you passed through this world, you arrived at
Ann Small’s work, taking a slightly darker but just
as intriguing turn. Reminding me of the Hansel and
Gretel tale, where the inviting Gingerbread House
holds slightly more sinister secrets, this place held
gems that drew you in after leaving the bright colours
and glistening felted world.

Wonderfully staged, the pieces here stood against
each other in harmony. Large, hanging textiles
reflected work in fabric manipulation and stitch,
which led you through to the mixed-media
curiosities of little boxes and structures holding tales
and secrets of their own. Constructed in careful and
deliberate detail, these beautiful structures were
worthy of careful inspection.
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Jo Beattie
Jo Beattie’s work on stitched figures was visually arresting. This
idea came from Jo’s thoughts about our memories of people and how
often we identify them through their clothes. Using stitch in transparent
fabric and through mesh, Jo stitches hanging figures with the
intention of casting shadows on the wall behind. This was particularly
effective, creating another layer of memory and enhancing the idea
of what we remember. Jo’s precise and intricate stitching was well
exhibited and, as you can see, cast those all important shadows.

Renate Keeping
A celebration of the life and work of Renate Keeping
was a very touching tribute. She passed away in
2014 aged 84 and her stitching, sketches and studies
were on display. This reflected her work in stitch,
drawing, painting and dimensional textiles, but it was
the sentiment attached that stayed with you. Totally
centred around family, it documented her relationship
with her husband, the illustrator Charles Keeping,
through their married life until his death in 1988.  She
set up The Keeping Gallery to commemorate their
work and some of those works were also on display.
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East Anglian Stitch Textiles (EAST) – Between The Lines

Another touching exhibition was that of EAST, created to
commemorate 100 years since the outbreak of the First World
War.

On display were a series of works by the group that approached
the subject from a variety of standpoints and which required
time spent in absorbing all the artists’ work.

From embroidered handkerchiefs to quilts ringing the major
changes in the 100 years between the war and now to ‘The
Thorny Fency’ (opposite) by June Carroll, this was a thought
provoking exhibition.

A glimpse at the sketchbooks on display showed their attention to
detail and commitment to the project, some also using historical
facts from members of their own families.

Libby Smith’s beautiful stitched pieces (below) were in response
to landscape and war as described in the poetry written by
Edmund Thomas, Edmund Blundell and Martin Newell.
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Lindsay Taylor – Endangered Species
Speaking to Lindsay at last years Knitting and Stitching
show, where she was promoting her book ‘Embroidered
Art’ (reviewed in WOW in September 2013), she
mentioned that she was working on the theme of
endangered animals, so it was exciting to see these
pieces of work in their full glory.

Some of these exhibits were shown at the Saatchi Gallery
last year, so to see them at this show was a real bonus.
Looking at the issue of endangered species, mainly
through man-made intervention, Lindsay’s construction
of textile models was outstanding. With beautiful stitching,
the examples played on the traditional notion of natural
history exhibits in museums reflecting extinction as more
commonly deriving from man-made waste products than
natural selection. The animals on show were tangled in
plastic bags and other waste products, showing the grim
reality of the havoc being wreaked on nature in the modern
world. The beauty of the animals juxtaposed with the
destructive non-biodegradable rubbish spoke volumes
about this issue without having to resort to preaching.

It was an extremely effective exhibition.
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Caren Garfen - She Was Cooking Something Up
Caren Garfen’s beautifully constructed kitchen
detailing the trials of modern women today and
their struggle with diets and the constant striving
for bodily perfection had humour and a serious
message in equal measures.

Her embroidery was an exercise in perfection and
the exhibition area was beautifully constructed with
all facets of a modern kitchen holding secrets to
chance upon.

Wandering around, you were struck by the image
of cleanliness, tidiness and everything you would
expect the modern day Domestic Goddess to
embody.

However, hidden all around were messages that
belie the pressure behind a façade of ‘having it all’
that the 21st century woman faces. This was a
captivating exhibition, leading the viewer to think
about the personal cost of appearing perfect to the outside world.

Black Sheep - The Darker Side of Felt
Looking beyond the traditional, ‘Black Sheep’ was a slightly subversive collection of felted works
curated by Laura Mabbuttwhich included some amazing felted works by Stephanie Metz (below
left). Also included were Gladys Paulus’s wafer thin bowls, Horst Couture’s fantastic outfits and
Marjolein Dallinga’s layered textiles (bottom). Wanting to move away from the perception of felt
as a sheet that can be cut out, the focus here was for dimensional work and outfits that are
larger than life, moving beyond the twee to something more edgy. It was a fabulous exhibition
with some wonderful colours and shapes, proving just how versatile felting can be.
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Overall, the exhibitions were of an incredibly high standard and despite being separate, there
were elements that seemed to run through, connecting to others.

The theme of memory was present in the work of Jo Beattie, Ann Small, Sue Walton and Prism
members Maggie Payker and Marilyn Hall. The felt of Sue Walton creating a white and pure
fairytale world juxtaposed with the more edgy approach of Horst Couture’s vivid red costume
(below) in ‘Black Sheep’. The coded messages in Prism’s exhibition were echoed in Caren
Garfen’s scene of domestic bliss, hiding something much darker. The links between the diverse
groups of work were not of repetition but served to show the viewer the many levels each theme
could work on. There was so much intriguing work that it made the Knitting and Stitching Show
a must-see for this year - we will look forward to more of the same next year.


